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Editorial

Dear customers, dear readers,

100 years of successful company history – celebrated together 

with the wider PFLITSCH family in July. 100 years – character-

ised by the spirit of invention and commitment of the whole 

team. 100 years – and feeling not the slightest bit tired: You’ll 

find PFLITSCH is always striving to innovate and provide cus-

tomer-focused products and services.

In this, our 100th-jubilee year, we have set our course for the 

future. Our new Factory II (also in Hückeswagen) is under start-

er’s orders to begin operating as a specialist trunking centre 

with material-optimised processes, modern machining centres 

and experienced employees. We also showed off the PFLITSCH 

ProTect corrugated conduit system at HMI 2019. This new cor-

rugated conduit system, in combination with products from the 

UNI Dicht cable gland series, enables a huge range of options 

and is sure to be of great benefit to users.

The opening of the new premises will create room to expand 

our cable gland operations in our main production facility, Fac-

tory I. With a state-of-the-art automated small parts store and 

a good 25,000 individual storage spaces as our logistics back-

bone, we can ensure high availability of our products so that 

customers receive their PFLITSCH solutions quicker and on 

schedule.

Our customer magazine contains interesting customer stories, 

helpful articles on technology, information about new products 

and much more. In our overview on page 23, you can see which 

trade fairs we shall be attending in the second half of this year. 

Why not pay us a call? We’d be delighted to see you! 

We wish you an enjoyable read!

Best regards,

   

&

    

Roland Lenzing and Mathias Stendtke 

Managing Partners   

PFLITSCH GmbH & Co. KG
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PFLITSCH – 100 years – and not even a little old

From a barn to the pinnacle of the 
world market
This year PFLITSCH looks back on 100 years of successful company history while keeping the future firmly in 

view. The various activities – beginning at the HANNOVER MESSE trade fair with a lavish stand party, aug-

mented by social media events and press releases – reached a crescendo on 1 July with a huge celebration 

around our new Factory II.

On 1 July 1919, together with his two brothers-in-law 

Fritz Pattberg and Wilhelm Berges, Ernst Pflitsch formed 

the “Ernst Pflitsch & Co.” electrical engineering factory. 

When he started up in his first production building – a 

barn – manufacturing components for the then recent-

ly commenced electrification of the country, he had 

probably not foreseen that a company with a world 

reputation would emerge from such modest begin-

nings. Without doubt, Ernst Pflitsch had the good for-

tune to live in an innovative environment. His in-laws 

had the first incandescent light bulb and the first tele-

phone in the village. Inspired by these miracles of tech-

nology, he then set about implementing his own tech-

nical ideas – with increasing success. He also established 

the company logo, in which he simply combined the 

symbol for direct current, a straight line, with the sym-

bol for alternating current, a wavy line, and the letters 

P and F.

 

The success story continues

On 1 July 2019, right to the day, PFLITSCH GmbH & Co. 

KG celebrated its 100-year jubilee and now continues 

the founder’s course towards further success with un-

diminished energy under the guidance of the fourth 

generation of the family. The second factory in Hück-

eswagen is due to open shortly. It has been designed to 

be a specialist centre for the growing trunking division 

and will have facilities for automatic and digitised man-

ufacturing. In the midst of all this dynamic change, new 

technology and inventive drive, we have more than 

earned the opportunity to pause for once and look 

back on what we have achieved. The jubilee celebra-

tion allowed everyone attending to see PFLITSCH not 

only as an organisation based on innovative drive and 

sound business sense, but also one that has not forgot-

ten how to party.

Jubilee video 
German

Jubilee video 
English

Have you seen the jubilee video on our 

YouTube channel?

Company
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PFLITSCH at EMO in Hanover

Smart technology 
for modern machine making

With 2,200 exhibitors from 44 countries and over 180,000 m2 of exhibition space, EMO 

Hanover is the world’s leading trade fair for the metalworking industry. The decision mak-

ers of the industry meet here. Under the slogan "Our cable management: efficiency by 

system" PFLITSCH presents among other things the intelligent trunking component as-

sembly service.

In Hanover, PFLITSCH will be displaying its complete 

portfolio of practical trunking systems – from Automo-

bile-Trunking for use on the floor of manufacturing 

cells to versatile Industrial-Trunking, through compact 

PIK-Trunking for small cable volumes and open Wire-

tray Trunking, right up to the new VARiOX system. Us-

ing only a few components, these installer-friendly sys-

tems can be configured to create individualised 

trunking layouts through machines and plants.

To allow machine-makers to concentrate completely on 

their core work, the individual trunking layouts are de-

signed using the PFLITSCH CAD tool easyRoute, which 

produces data in files compatible with popular CAD 

systems used by customers. On request, PFLITSCH uses 

the data to manufacture ready-to-install trunking com-

ponent assemblies and delivers them on time for instal-

lation at the customer’s premises for the agreed fixed 

price.

New cable protection system for challenging 
applications in machine making

The new PFLITSCH ProTect corrugated conduit system 

will also be on show in Hanover. This cable protection 

system, consisting of flexible corrugated conduits and 

fittings made in high-grade polyamide, is primarily de-

signed for applications in machine and plant engineer-

ing, automation and robotics, railway engineering, the 

automotive industry, shipbuilding and 

telecommunications.

PFLITSCH ProTect fittings provide an extra level of safe-

ty. Even when subject to vibrations, they guarantee a 

secure and durable connection because the installer 

locks the corrugated conduit into the fitting with a con-

scious locking action.

The standard version of PFLITSCH ProTect achieves the 

high ingress protection type IP 66. In the version with 

an additional sealing ring on the corrugated conduit, 

the system fulfils the highest requirements of ingress 

protection type IP 68 and IP 69. The PFLITSCH UNI pro-

tect version with integrated UNI Dicht inserts also 

achieves ingress protection classes IP 68 and IP 69. The 

PFLITSCH principle, with its soft squeezing action, also 

guarantees optimum strain relief and a longer service 

life for the cable. The cable installed in the corrugated 

conduit is also sealed.

 ! Information

EMO in Hanover: 16–21 September 2019:

You will find PFLITSCH in Hall 8, Stand D21
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A multitude of cables of all shapes and sizes, from thin 

glass fibre cables to thick energy cables, have to be 

routed safely through automated production plants. In 

this scenario, PFLITSCH has a number of different 

trunking systems to offer, e.g. the new VARiOX-Trunk-

ing, the proven Industrial-Trunking or the open Wire-

tray Trunking.

PFLITSCH trunking can be designed using the easyRoute 

CAD tool, which we will be presenting live on our trade 

fair stand.

Cable protection system for challenging 
industries

PFLITSCH designed the new ProTect corrugated conduit 

system for applications in the automation sector, e.g. in 

manufacturing centres or for use with robots. Flexible 

corrugated conduits and reliable fittings in high-grade 

polyamide are the solution for the whole machine and 

plant engineering industry. The corrugated conduit 

locks into the fitting during installation for the highest 

level of system safety. You can find additional informa-

tion on page 12.

Modular construction gaining popularity

With the objective of improving quality and minimising 

manufacturing times, automation engineering com-

panies are increasingly using more pre-manufactured 

components and modules, as well as preassembled, 

pretested system cables. Splittable systems have their 

advantages when it comes to creating reliable cable 

entries into control cabinets and housings.

PFLITSCH at SPS in Nuremberg

Meeting point for the  
automation industry 
SPS, now known as SPS – Smart Production Solutions, is the international trade fair for the field of industrial 

automation. It covers the full spectrum of smart and digital automation – from a simple sensor to intelligent 

complete solutions. PFLITSCH has solutions for all situations where cables need to be fed into enclosures and 

remain protected and reliably sealed in an industrial environment.

The UNI Flange cable entry system consists of a two-

part frame that can be inserted precisely into standard 

112 mm x 36 mm sheet metal cut-outs for 24-pin 

heavy-duty plug-in connectors. UNI Flange is available 

in high-grade PA plastic as well as in a heavy-duty die-

cast zinc version (Heavy Duty) for applications in very 

tough industrial environments. Integrated into the 

frame are three M25 gland bodies, which are similar in 

construction to those in the UNI Dicht system. Split 

pressure screws and slit sealing inserts provide the fin-

ishing touch to this product solution. The system 

achieves the high ingress protection type IP 66.

The UNI Split Gland with its unique sealing concept  

allows preassembled cables with a high protection type 

IP 67 to be fed through a single hole in the housing or 

the cable gland to be replaced during repair or mainte-

nance without having to disconnect the cable – in  

other words, without interrupting production.

The cable gland body and the pressure screw on the 

UNI Split Gland consist of two parts. These parts inter-

lock with each other securely during installation.

 ! Information
SPS in Nuremberg: 26–28 November 2019: You 

will find PFLITSCH in Hall 3c, Stand 121
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New factory under starter’s orders

Specialist trunking centre designed 
with Industry 4.0 in mind 
“Industry 4.0” is the magic spell under which manufacturers, suppliers and customers will work closely to-

gether in the future. PFLITSCH is taking an early but crucial step in this direction, with its new specialist 

trunking centre under starter’s orders to open this autumn.

Stamping, bending and machining sheet metal sounds 

rather “old school” in the digital 21st century, but it is 

reality. And this reality is not due to change over the next 

few years. Therefore, the question arises of whether  

there can be such a thing as “intelligent” sheet metal 

and, if yes, what this would look like in practice. 

PFLITSCH has already addressed this subject and taken 

steps to position itself accordingly. Instead of selling 

trunking only in ranges of standard components and 

leaving the customer to prepare them for the intended 

application, PFLITSCH offers its component assembly 

service, which is becoming very popular among custom- 

ers worldwide. The customer and manufacturer work 

together very closely on a smooth path to their mutual 

objective: optimum, safe and reliable routing of cables 

through machines and plants.

Advice, design and execution – from a single 
source

It all starts with a meeting to provide advice and sound 

out what the customer would like. The discussion  

ranges over important aspects such as the envisaged 

cable volumes, optimum trunking layouts through the 

machinery, connections to switchgear cabinets, etc. The 

need for separate routing of data, control and energy 

cables, as well as lines for compressed air or other  

media, are also discussed. The choice of materials and 

the fittings for the trunking – to suit the customer’s wi-

shes and the eventual operating conditions – are also 

considered at the preliminary planning stage, including 

the manufacture of any special components required to 

connect the trunking to a switchgear cabinet on which 

space is in short supply. 

In the next step, the trunking layout is designed in the 

easyRoute CAD tool and incorporated into the 

customer’s CAD drawings to check the feasibility of the 

proposals. There is often scope for optimisation before 

the machinery documentation needs to be finalised. 

Following the customer’s approval, PFLITSCH prepares 

parts lists and ordering schedules from this data as the 

basis for a precise cost estimate. 

Same data for purchasing, production and 
disposition

The easyRoute data is used to generate further data 

sets for computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), which 

Company
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New trunking catalogue 

Over 300 pages on safe and  
reliable cable routing

PFLITSCH has created a new trunking catalogue, which 

now contains over 300 pages of the latest solutions for 

cable routing in an industrial environment. The many 

available versions and variants of Industrial-Trunking, 

compact PIK-Trunking, the new VARiOX system and 

open Wire-tray Trunking – each with a perfectly mat-

ched selection of fastenings – can also be found in this 

catalogue. The CAD design tool easyRoute and a selec-

tion of tools and machine tools that allow PFLITSCH 

trunking to be easily, quickly and safely configured are 

clearly presented in the catalogue, too. Also of interest 

here is the component assembly service in which 

PFLITSCH supplies ready-to-install trunking component 

assemblies exactly when the customer requires them.

are then passed to the PFLITSCH production floor. 

PFLITSCH’s flexible production machinery is then able 

to efficiently and quickly manufacture customer-spe-

cific trunking layouts including all cut-outs and connec-

tion pieces for fitting to switchgear cabinets.

Edge protection, separating walls and other fittings, 

such as cable glands or customer-supplied compo-

nents, can be pre-installed at this stage if required.

Exactly on schedule and at the agreed fixed price, 

PFLITSCH delivers the ready-to-install trunking as pre-

assembled component assemblies with the accompa-

nying installation instructions directly to the customer’s 

production floor where the new machines are manu-

factured. The savings for the customer include not hav- 

ing to store the sheet metal trunking, more efficient 

deployment of their own personnel and an optimised 

production flow. Increasing numbers of customers are 

taking advantage of these benefits.

Up to 20  % savings possible

Once a component assembly has been designed –  

either for an individual piece of machinery or for serial 

production – it remains on file and can be reproduced at 

the touch of a button or the design modified if necessa-

ry. Analysis of previously completed customer orders in 

various industries shows that savings of up to 20 % in 

the total cost are possible compared to installing trun-

king layouts using the customer’s own personnel, due to 

lower labour, time and materials requirements.

As well as the new Factory II itself, in Hückeswagen, 

with its 1,300 m² of office space and 7,000 m² of pro-

duction floor, PFLITSCH is also investing in a highly auto- 

mated trunking production facility designed from the 

very beginning with Industry 4.0 in mind. A welcome 

secondary effect is that the relocation of trunking pro-

duction will create room in the main factory for further 

expansion of our cable gland business. For many years 

now, PFLITSCH has been proud of its growth rates, par-

ticularly in the field of customer-specific cable entries.

Company
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New ProTect corrugated conduit system for all-round cable protection

Integrated cable gland provides  
double seal

Newly introduced this year, PFLITSCH ProTect is a 

cable protection system in which all the compo-

nents have been designed to match one another 

perfectly. The flexible corrugated conduits and 

fittings made from high-grade polyamide are 

practical and cover the largest possible range of 

applications – in machine and plant engineering, 

automation and robotics, the automotive indus-

try, shipbuilding and railway engineering.

PFLITSCH ProTect unites quality, safety and ease of in-

stallation, as the core range comprises six types of corru-

gated conduit, each of which is available in the profile 

variants coarse and fine. The components are approved 

for operating temperatures of -40 °C to +105 °C, with 

the high-temperature corrugated conduit even up to 

+150 °C. PFLITSCH ProTect is also capable of with- 

standing mechanical loads and chemical attack. In ad-

dition, the system components have good resistance to 

wea-thering and UV radiation. Some versions even 

satisfy the highest requirements of fire protection stan-

dard EN 45545-2 for rail vehicles.

PFLITSCH ProTect fittings provide an extra level of safe-

ty. Equipped with the characteristic locking ring, they 

are compatible with all PFLITSCH ProTect corrugated 

conduits in both fine and coarse profile variants. This 

locking arrangement allows a safe and durable connec-

tion even when subjected to vibrations. During assem-

bly, the installer locks the corrugated conduit into the 

fitting with a conscious locking action, thereby improv-

ing the operational reliability of the installation. Un- 

locking a pair of fittings again is just as simple, e.g. if 

the plant requires modification.

The certified corrugated conduit system is available in 

three variants: the basic version achieves the high pro-

tection type IP 66. In the version with an additional 

sealing ring on the corrugated conduit, the system ful-

fils the highest requirements of ingress protection types 

Cable glands

Edition 02-2019
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IP 68 and IP 69. The PFLITSCH UNI ProTect version with 

integrated UNI Dicht components also achieves ingress 

protection types IP 68 and IP 69. The proven PFLITSCH 

sealing principle with its soft squeezing action also  

guarantees optimum strain relief and a longer service 

life for the cable. The cable installed in the corrugated 

conduit is also sealed. Even if the corrugated conduit 

suffers mechanical damage, in this premium variant, no 

moisture can travel along the cable into the housing.

Designed for the requirements of challeng- 
ing industries

Its excellent resistance to being walked on and long-

term dimensional stability are characteristics in great 

demand in the machine and plant engineering industry, 

where conduits are subjected to high mechanical loads. 

In combination with its mechanical and chemical resist-

ance, PFLITSCH ProTect meets the requirement profile 

for customers in this industry. 

The word dynamics applies everywhere in the automa-

tion and robotics field, where almost all system compo-

nents are exposed to extremely high loads. In this situ-

ation, it is important that installed components have 

torsional strength but also flexibility and abrasion 

resistance.

The primary criterion in product selection for the railway 

industry is safety. External influences such as heat, cold 

and UV radiation place great demands on the installed 

products every day. This means that the impact strength 

of the corrugated conduits and fittings becomes particu-

larly important. However, a material’s behaviour in fire 

and the fulfilment of the requirements of fire protection 

standards, e.g. EN 45545-2, are the focus in the case of 

railways. The PFLITSCH ProTect corrugated conduit system 

reliably meets these criteria. With twelve different corrugated conduits, the system is suitable for a wide range of 
uses in robotics, machine making and railway engineering.

ProTect – perfectly designed for 
robotics

In the field of handling and robotics, system components 

are often subjected to extreme dynamic loads. The 

PFLITSCH ProTect corrugated conduit system is flexible 

enough to move with a robot arm even when it makes 

rapid dynamic movements. Cables in this situation are 

subjected to high axial and radial forces.

The black and grey type PA12 corrugated conduit  

achieves a fatigue life of 15 million bending cycles. The 

matching fitting to this is the ProTect version into which 

the corrugated conduit can be turned so that it does not 

twist during any of the robot’s movements. The fittings 

are available as straight, 45° and 90° elbows as well as Y  

and T connectors. The system is approved in accordance 

with the Robotic Industries Association (RIA) 

requirements.

Cable glands

RoHS EN45545
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Cable glands are important fire protection components

High reserves of safety

Dinghan SMART Railway Technology – formerly SMA Railway – develops and manufactures innovative auxil-

iary power converters for international rolling stock. The experts at the company rely on PFLITSCH cable 

glands that meet the necessarily high fire protection requirements of the railway industry to provide safe 

and durable cable entries.

Dinghan SMART Railway Technology GmbH in Kassel 

supplies its auxiliary power converters for use in inter-

national rolling stock. The product portfolio ranges from 

single devices, such as battery chargers and air-condi- 

tioning inverters, to complete auxiliary power converters 

for passenger cars and multiple-unit trains. “Our systems 

are notable for their advanced power electronics, high 

reliability and robustness,” says René Fröhlich, who is re-

sponsible for electro-mechanical components. “Despite 

our high levels of standardisation, we design and supply 

our customers with individualised solutions. After all, an 

underground train or a light railway in a large city has 

quite different requirements to the Orient Express.” 

However, the requirements for quality, durability and fire 

protection are equally high in both cases.

At least 15 minutes‘ protection against loss 
of life in fire

Not only train manufacturers, but also specialist com-

ponent manufacturers, must use products certified for 

their fire protection qualities in accordance with EN 

45545-2. In the locations where it matters, Dinghan 

SMART puts its trust in reliable fire protection cable 

glands from PFLITSCH. This EU standard stipulates that 

all cable glands must be able to withstand fire and 

smoke for at least 15 minutes. PFLITSCH products em-

body even higher reserves of safety; for example, they 

have stood up to fire for a good 50  % longer than the 

period specified in the standard in tests by train manu-

facturers and testing institutes.

Photo: Dinghan SMART

Case study
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Sealing inserts made from specially mod-
ified plastic prove their resistance

To satisfy the fire protection standard, PFLITSCH has 

used a special TPE optimised specifically for applica-

tions calling for fire protection cable glands. These 

sealing inserts made out of T80s material are recognis-

ed by their black colour. In combination with high-qual- 

ity cable gland bodies made from nickel-plated brass, 

UNI Dicht and blueglobe meet the requirements of the 

highest hazard level HL3 of the current EU standard. 

They are therefore approved for unrestricted use in 

trains – whether on open lengths of track, in tunnels or 

in stations. The values obtained in the tests confirm 

their suitability: oxygen index > 32  %, smoke density 

Ds max. 300 and toxicity CIT max. 1.5. 

Rail experts have been impressed for many years by 

other product features of PFLITSCH cable glands, such 

as their high ingress protection up to IP 68 or IP 69, 

superior strain relief, resistance to vibration and com-

mon environmental influences. “We found that com-

petitor products lost their seal over time. Therefore, we 

decided to switch to the high-quality PFLITSCH range, 

particularly at critical locations. The PFLITSCH concept 

simply gave us a better and more durable seal,” says 

electromechanical systems engineer René Fröhlich. “In 

addition, we also had to ensure that our systems would 

work reliably when installed on or in the roof or under 

the floor, where they would be exposed to very low and 

high temperatures.” With operating temperatures of 

-40 °C to +85 °C quoted by PFLITSCH for its cable 

glands, train operators have nothing to fear in Siberian 

cold or scorching sun.

Sealing concept excels with high ingress 
protection and large sealing ranges

PFLITSCH uses a unique sealing concept for its UNI 

Dicht and blueglobe cable glands to ensure that cable 

penetrations remain sealed over the long term: when 

the pressure screw is tightened, the sealing insert  

makes gentle contact around and over a large area of 

the cable. This gives yet another benefit: the sealing 

inserts achieve much larger sealing ranges. For examp-

le, the size M32 cable gland used by Dinghan SMART 

seals cables with diameters of 15 mm to 25 mm wit-

hout problem. “We find it a big advantage, because 

cable diameters vary greatly from country to country,” 

says René Fröhlich. “We are impressed by the high qua-

lity, product reliability and solution-finding skills of our 

supplier PFLITSCH, because these are the things our 

railway customers expect.” (www.dinghan-germany.

com)

SMART Converter 3 for underfloor installation  
(Photo: Dinghan SMART)

Also certified for railway industry use are multiple sealing inserts, 
which PFLITSCH can manufacture with holes to suit the customer’s 
requirements, through which several cables can be safely and reliably 
fed and sealed. (Photo: Lutz)

Case study
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PFLITSCH EMC cable gland on track in an electric racing car

Only the blueglobe TRI globe TRI ful-
fils racing’s high requirements

The “Formula Student Team” at the Technical Uni-

versity of Vienna (TU Vienna) takes part in the  

international Formula Student racing competition 

in a car the students designed and developed. On 

board the innovative electric racing car from Aus-

tria, PFLITSCH cable glands ensure the required 

EMC system safety, high sealing performance and 

ease of installation.

The current racing car “EDGE11” produced by the TU 

Vienna students, which made its début recently, is very 

impressive. The weight-optimised, 3 m long, 1.5 m 

wide and 1.2 m high vehicle tips the scales at only  

156 kg. Its weight has been kept down to this very low 

value by the monocoque, aerodynamics package, 

wheel rims and parts of the suspension system being 

made mostly out of carbon.

The racing car is propelled by two student-designed 

permanent magnet synchronous motors, which deliver 

a torque of 780 Nm to the wheels through an inter-

mediate gearbox. Each motor has a peak output of 40 

kW and rotates at up to 18,000 rpm. The vehicle achie-

ves a top speed of about 140 km/h, which is more than 

enough for the “Formula Student” competition.

CAN-bus cannot be affected by interference

The associated power electronics for this season’s car is 

a team-designed inverter with two IGBT power mod-

ules, which work at 600 V and handle peak currents of 

up to 130 A. The energy is supplied by a university-built 

lithium-polymer accumulator with a capacity of  

6.6 kWh. The vehicle has a host of sensors to measure, 

among other things, acceleration, temperatures of vari-

ous components, the rotation speed of each wheel, 

Photo: Ilias Kropik/TUW Racing 
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shock absorber travel, battery cell voltages and much 

more. The electrical modules communicate via two 

CAN 2.0 data buses.

The drivetrain’s high voltage and its current require-

ment combined with the high 36 kHz switching fre-

quency of the inverter creates high EMC loads, which 

would interfere above all with the two on-board CAN 

buses. 

High voltages and currents demand the best 
EMC safety

To keep electromagnetic effects as low as possible, the 

students used screened cable as prescribed in the regu-

lations. “The cable gland to screening contact had to 

be perfect,” says Project Manager Alexander Eder. “To 

ensure this was so, we opted for high-quality blueglobe 

TRI cable glands from PFLITSCH, because they allow the 

frequent de-installations that are necessary when de-

veloping a vehicle prototype to take place without 

causing irreparable damage to the cable and the cable 

screening.”

The blueglobe TRI also has a triangular spring; its 360° 

contact achieves excellent screening attenuation. The 

“TRI” achieves up to -85 dB at 100 MHz, which is much 

better than the market standard. Even in the high  

frequency range up to 2.5 GHz, the values are typically 

a minimum of -50 dB. Still higher EMC attenuation  

values are achieved by using a non-magnetic TRI annu-

lar spring, because the non-magnetic design of the 

spring causes no ferromagnetic effects on the scree-

ning attenuation.

Stainless steel body and IP 68 ensure 
robustness

These PFLITSCH cable glands use a spherical sealing in-

sert made from modified TPE plastic, which, as the 

pressure screw is tightened, makes secure contact with 

a large area of the circumference of the cable passing 

through it. This results in a reliable seal with a high in-

gress protection class of IP 68 up to 15 bar or IP 69. To 

ensure a reliable seal to the racing car’s module housing, 

an O-ring held in a groove remains firmly in position 

and does not get squeezed when the cable gland is 

screwed into the terminal box.

Double strain relief prevents cables from 
sliding out

The large-area seal gives the Viennese yet another  

benefit: the cable gland achieves optimum strain relief 

to satisfy EN 62444 Class B. Even under strong vibra-

tions or high dynamic forces, the racing team from 

Austria can be sure that the cable cannot slide out of 

the cable gland, which often causes seals to fail.

“The robust stainless steel cable gland body can with-

stand the high mechanical loads acting on our racing 

car,” says Alexander Eder, referring to the results of  

several hundred tests and racing kilometres. The exter-

nal motors are attached directly to the wheel supports. 

The cables to the motors are subjected to strong vibra-

tions and acceleration forces caused by the uneven 

running surfaces and high speeds around bends.

The cable gland’s operating temperature range of  

-40 °C to +130 °C complies with the usual conditions 

of use in the industry. The high ingress protection type 

IP 68/IP 69 achieved by the blueglobe TRI is another 

advantage, because “the electronics themselves must 

be protected from moisture penetration even under the 

spray water conditions encountered when racing in the 

rain,” explains Alexander Eder.

Photo: Ilias Kropik/TUW Racing 
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International

Management & Sales Meeting

Digitisation and China seen as an 
opportunity

Over 90 participants from all over the world attended the PFLITSCH Management and Sales Meeting to dis-

cuss current trends in their markets.

The two external speakers delivered interesting presen-

tations. Andreas Brandauer, Senior PreSales Consultant 

at Siemens, spoke about “The opportunities of the digi-

tal future” and Gudrun Grosse, Manager Asia Pacific, 

Mena (International Division) from IHK Cologne ex- 

plained the Chinese government’s “Belt and Road 

Initiative”.

Andreas Brandauer focused on the design process and 

data used by machine makers and plant engineers for 

their designs. “Where does PFLITSCH come into this?” 

He identified two possible starting points: the first after 

the general design phase and the formulation of the de-

sign concept, and the second either before or after the 

detailed design. It is therefore important to know which 

CAD system the customer uses, so that the design data 

for the trunking and cable glands can be made access- 

ible in the appropriate formats in the databases. 

PFLITSCH is already ideally placed in this respect and has 

offered customers two valuable and practical sources of 

refer-ence for CAD data in the form of its online compo-

nent library and the easyRoute CAD tool.

In her presentation, Gudrun Grosse outlined the Chin-

ese government’s major infrastructure project “Belt and 

Road Initiative” (China’s Silk Road initiative) and went 

on to describe the opportunities it will generate for 

German and international companies: “China is build-

ing rail links, roads, harbours, power plants, pipelines 

and ports to develop and strengthen trade routes be-

tween Asia and Europe. Over 70 countries in Asia, Af-

rica and Europe, and therefore around 65 % of the 

world’s population, have a part to play in the initiative.” 

This mega-project carries risks, but above all opportun-

ities. “This upgrading of the traffic routes to the west 

and the associated massive capital investment pro-

gramme offer large and medium-sized companies such 

as PFLITSCH all kinds of opportunities to market their 

products,” says Gudrun Grosse. Consider, for example, 

the improvements to rail network infrastructure pres-

ently taking place – it can be assumed that an increased 

demand for rail vehicles will follow. This is exactly the 

area where PFLITSCH can expect good opportunities to 

participate in this Chinese initiative with its fire protec-

tion cable glands and customer-specific trunking.
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An interview with Jörg Sokat, Head of Product 
Management at PFLITSCH

The digital twin

Digitisation – in the industrial field this is 
associated with more communication, 
speed, efficiency and reliability. Which of 
PFLITSCH’s activities are relevant here?

J. Sokat: We stand on the threshold of sequential engin- 

eering, in which the mechanics, electrics and finally the 

software for a product are developed in that specific 

order. This results in efficient engineering processes 

that take advantage of parallel development strands 

moving forward much more purposefully to arrive at 

the finished product quicker and more cost effectively. 

Whereas presently PFLITSCH comes into a project at the 

end of the machine and equipment development 

stage, in future we will be brought in earlier in the de-

sign of the mechanical and electrical systems. For many 

years, we have made all our product details available to 

product developers and designers in our Cadenas data-

base, to allow them to integrate our cable glands and 

cable routing systems into their designs and tender 

specifications.

The trend towards modular construction 
and companies focusing on their core 
competences cannot be ignored ...

J. Sokat: Studies have shown that, for example, most 

machine makers design and manufacturer only about a 

quarter of the components that make up their products 

in-house and the rest are bought in. Therefore, it is im-

portant for us as a supplier to make available concise, 

meaningful product and logistics data to these manu-

facturers at each stage of their production processes. 

Many different software packages and data 
formats are currently in use in the CAD/CAM 
environment. Is there a common 
denominator?

J. Sokat: One aspect of digitisation has a role to play 

here – classification. Products must in effect be 

described in a consistent and uniform way to eliminate 

the situation where apples are compared with pears. 

PFLITSCH already uses the Electro-Technical Informa-

tion Model (ETIM) standard, an initiative conceived by 

electrical wholesalers. We are also currently working on 

classification in accordance with the eCl@ss model, 

which industry has been taking forward. The object of 

both these classification systems is to produce a digital 

twin for every product.

In the field of trunking, it is well known 
that PFLITSCH is moving in yet another 
direction: Industry 4.0 ...

J. Sokat: Trunking is an integral part of a customer solu-

tion and consists of standard parts that can always be 

individually configured to suit the installation situation, 

cable volumes and other technical considerations. We 

have positioned our easyRoute planning tool, a 3D de-

sign tool, as a first step into the digitised process. It  

allows users to design customer-specific trunking lay-

outs in three dimensions on their computer monitors 

and verify the results in customers’ CAD systems. The 

approved data is then used for preparing quotations 

and cost estimates, while the CAD data forms the basis 

for PFLITSCH to manufacture the component 

assemblies.

Will PFLITSCH increasingly become an 
integral, indispensable part of the customer 
solution as a result?

J. Sokat: That’s exactly our strategy. It will allow us to 

offer our customers multiple uses of the same data. 

While our competitors are still selling off-the-peg com-

ponents, we offer an all-round services package ex-

tending from planning and design to manufacturing 

and supply up to assembly and installation, which 

makes our customers processes much quicker and 

more efficient.

Company
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Wondering what to do with cables of different thicknesses?

Cable glands excel with still wider 
sealing ranges

Manufacturers of machines, modules and components 

cannot usually predict which cables the fitters will actu-

ally use on-site. So they often supply various cable 

glands with their products, which has cost implications 

and yet does not ensure that cables and cable entries 

will be suitable for one another and achieve a reliable 

seal with the required strain relief.

PFLITSCH’s unique sealing concept holds the solution to 

this problem: While UNI Dicht cable glands (in the sizes 

M4 to M120) allow the use of different sealing inserts 

to suit the cable, blueglobe cable glands in sizes M8 to 

M85 have the greatest sealing ranges on the market.

More about the standard: sealing ranges 
and strain relief

The high-quality metric cable glands in the blueglobe 

series use a spherical insert made from modified TPE 

plastic, which, as the pressure screw is tightened, 

makes secure contact with a large area of the circum-

ference of the cable passing through it. The result is a 

reliable seal with a high ingress protection type IP 68 at 

The sheer number of different connection cables that customers all over the world use presents a huge chal-

lenge to manufacturers of machines and components. PFLITSCH has found reliable solutions in products 

with variable sealing inserts and large sealing ranges.

15 bar or IP 69. The large surface area contact of the 

sealing insert with the cable sheath ensures that the 

cable is not irreparably cut into or indented. This results 

in long-term operational reliability. To achieve a reliable 

seal to the housing or terminal box, an O-ring is located 

in a groove so that it remains in position and does not 

get squeezed into an adverse shape when the cable 

gland is screwed into the internally threaded connector 

of the enclosure. This PFLITSCH sealing principle involv-

ing large-area contact between the sealing insert and 

the cable sheath provides the required large sealing 

range.

Double strain relief prevents cables from 
sliding out

Another advantage of the blueglobe can be put down 

to the large-area seal: this method of sealing achieves 

optimum strain relief to satisfy EN 62444 Class B. Even 

under strong vibrations or high dynamic forces, the ma-

chine maker can be sure that the cable cannot slide out 

of the cable gland, which often causes seals to fail. The 

soft squeezing action also provides a durable, reliable 

installation because the cable sheath is not irreparably 

cut into or indented, as can often happen using con-

ventional cable glands with lamellae.

The robust cable gland body made from brass or stain-

less steel with metric threads in accordance with EN 

60423 is also capable of accepting high mechanical 

loads. The cable gland’s large temperature range of  

-40 °C to +130 °C covers most conditions of use in the 

industry. blueglobe is also available in high-grade poly-

amide plastic with an operating temperature range of 

-20 °C to +120 °C.

Cable glands
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EMC version suitable for use in high tem-
peratures and pressures available

For applications in which EMC safety is crucial, PFLITSCH 

fits the blueglobe TRI with a triangular spring; its 360° 

contact achieves excellent screening attenuation,  

allowing this cable gland to be approved for applica-

tions with high Cat. 7A requirements. In accordance 

with DIN IEC 61156-5, at least 60 dB attenuation must 

be attained up to 1,000 MHz. The "TRI" achieves 65 dB 

attenuation, a much better value. Even in the high fre-

quency range up to 2.5 GHz, the values are typically a 

minimum of 50 dB attenuation. Still higher EMC at-

tenuation values are achieved by using a non-magnetic 

triangular spring, because the non-magnetic design of 

the spring causes no ferromagnetic effects on the 

screening.

The sealing inserts are available for railway engineering 

applications in accordance with EN 45545-2. In order 

to fulfil the standard, PFLITSCH used the modified ma-

terial TPE T80s, which is recognisable by its black col-

our. In combination with high-quality cable gland bod-

ies in nickel-plated brass, blueglobe meets the highest 

requirements, hazard level HL3, for unrestricted use in 

trains – whether on open lengths of track, in tunnels or 

in stations. The values obtained in the tests confirm 

their suitability: Oxygen index > 32 %, smoke density 

Ds max. 300 and toxicity CIT max. 1.5. 

Similarly successful tests were carried out on sealing in-

serts made from silicone S55, which is designed for ex-

treme operating temperatures of -55 °C to +180 °C. 

The fire resistance test for “integrity” in accordance 

with EN 45545-3 was carried out on complete PFLITSCH 

cable glands. In the event of fire, flames must be 

prevented from escaping an enclosure for at least 15 

minutes (E15). The PFLITSCH sealing inserts for individ-

ual and multiple cables achieved the high fire resistance 

class E30 in the tests, i.e. they resisted the fire for long-

er than 30 minutes.

blueglobe with multiple inlet for still larger 
sealing ranges

blueglobe can bring still more flexibility to bear with a 

multiple inlet sealing insert: if necessary, its three inlets 

can be removed one by one using a screwdriver to ad-

just the cable gland for the diameter of the cable used. 

This special sealing insert manufactured in high-grade 

TPE increases the already large sealing range of the 

blueglobe by a good 55 %. In practical terms, this 

means: this cable gland in size M25 can reliably cope 

with 6 mm to 20 mm diameter cables. Size M32 is de-

signed for 10 mm to 25 mm diameter cables. 

Despite this huge increase in sealing range, the blue-

globe with multiple inlet still achieves IP 68 up to 15 bar 

and IP 69. At the same time, the cable gland achieves 

strain relief values meeting the requirements of EN 

62444 Class B. 

With this solution, the cables most commonly found in 

automation, machine making and electrical applica-

tions can be reliably installed. The required sealing 

range can be configured in seconds without the need 

for any special tool. These features minimise ordering 

and stocking costs, simplify installation and reduce arti-

cle maintenance requirements, which can lead to cost 

savings.

Cable glands
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Hygienic design cable glands for mod-
ern drive solutions

Neat and safe cable  
entries in the food 
industry

The EHEDG-certified cable gland blueglobe CLEAN Plus 

was designed to meet stringent hygienic design and 

BGN requirements, with no cavities, gaps or open 

threads where dirt can adhere or colonies of bacteria 

can form. The PFLITSCH solution has smooth surfaces 

(roughness Ra < 0.8 μm) and much greater radii for the 

rounded transitions to the surfaces in contact with the 

wrench than specified in the standard. The sealing in-

serts and washers are made exclusively from plastics 

complying with FDA 21 CFR 177.2600 and are suitable 

for being in contact with food in accordance with Reg-

ulation EU No 10/2011.

Hygienic design meets drive technology

Georgii Kobold, a motor manufacturer in southern 

Germany, provides a current example: the well-known 

drive specialist uses blueglobe CLEAN Plus in the com-

pany’s stainless steel motors, which are used in corro-

sive environments and in the chemical, petrochemical, 

pharmaceutical and food processing industries. The 

manufacturer offers hygienic and rust-free drive solu-

tions based on servo-synchronous motors and frequen-

cy-controlled asynchronous motors in stainless steel. 

PFLITSCH cable glands can be relied upon not to leak, 

even in situations where aggressive cleaning and disin-

fection agents are used alongside high-pressure 

cleaning.

PFLITSCH designed the blueglobe CLEAN Plus 

cable gland especially for challenging sectors such 

as food processing and clean room technology. 

The cable gland is winning over an increasing 

number of manufacturers.

Few components – simple installation

The motor manufacturer is impressed not only by the 

hygienic design of the blueglobe CLEAN Plus but also 

its ease of installation. The cable gland is very easy to 

install because of its few system parts. If the cable 

gland body is installed in the housing wall of the motor, 

the cable is pushed through the cable gland and the 

pressure screw is tightened onto the block, resulting in – 

no gaps. A sealing ring made out of an approved elas-

tomer reliably seals the cable gland against the hous-

ing. The whole installation is done completely without 

any special tools.

Plastic variants also available

blueglobe CLEAN Plus is currently available in sizes M8 

to M63 for cable diameters up to 56 mm. It achieves 

the high ingress protection types IP 66, IP 68 (up to 15 

bar) and IP 69 and can be used in temperatures of  

-40 °C to +85 °C (and in the high-temperature version 

-55 °C to +180 °C).

PFLITSCH offers the only plastic cable gland with EHEDG 

approval. Variants are available in food-compatible plastic 

in sizes M16 to M32 for operating temperatures of -20 °C 

to +110 °C.

In addition to hygienic design, blueglobe CLEAN Plus 

wins over users with its good looks – which were recog-

nised with the “iF design award” for good industrial 

design.

Cable glands
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Attending trade fairs at home and abroad
PFLITSCH will be exhibiting in the second half of 2019 at the following trade fairs:

National
Trade fair Date Hall/stand City Country
EMO 16.09–21.09.2019 Halle 8, Stand D21 Hanover Germany

SPS/IPC/DRIVES 26.11–28.11.2019 Halle 3c, Stand 121 Nuremberg Germany

Trade fair Date Sales partner City Country
IAS 17.09–21.09.2019 Leuchtturm Automation Co Ltd. Shanghai China

Pack Expo West 23.09–25.09.2019 Conta Clip Inc. Las Vegas USA

Ilmac 24.09–27.09.2019 InduPart Basle Switzerland

Subcontracting 24.09–26.09.2019 EC Murri Tampere Finland

EXPO Ferroviaria 01.10–03.10.2019 Teaflex Milan Italy

Ineltec 10.10–13.10.2019 InduPart Basel Switzerland

Hankook Pack 15.10–19.10.2019 MEC Goyang Rep. of Korea

Easyfair Elmässan 16.10–17.10.2019 Rutab  Kista Sweden

Kormarine 22.10–25.10.2019 MEC Busan Rep. of Korea

Teknologia 05.11–07.11.2019 Messukeskus Helsinki Finland

SFCHINA 18.11–20.11.2019 Leuchtturm Automation Co Ltd. Shanghai China

Modern Railways 20.11–22.11.2019 Leuchtturm Automation Co Ltd. Beijing China

International

You can order complimentary trade fair tickets from messe@pflitsch.de.

 ! Information
Information about the trade fairs we shall be attending in 2020 can be found at www.pflitsch.de.
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